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ABSTRACT 

Corrosion is widely recognized as being of profound technological importance, but an 
understanding of the underlying phenomena (in order to characteriz material performance) involves factors 
such as the chemistry and physics of the early stages of oxidation, chemistry and bonding at the 
substrate/oxide interface, role of segregants on the strength of that bond, transport processes through scale, 
mechanisms of residual stress generation and relief, and fracture behavior at the oxide/substrate interface. 
Because of this complexity and the need for a wide range of different techniques, a multilaboratory program 
has been initiated under the auspices of the DOE Center of Excellence for the Synthesis and Processing of 
Advanced Materials, with strong interactions and cross-leveraging with DOE Fossil Energy and U.S. 
industry. The ultimate objective is to systematically generate the knowledge required to establish a 
scientific basis for designing and synthesizing improved protective oxide scales/coatings (slow-growing, 
adherent, sound) on high-temperature materials without compromising the requisite properties of the bulk 
materials, The objectives of program work at Argonne National Laboratory are to (1) correlate actual 
corrosion performance with stresses, voids, segregants, interface roughness, initial stages of oxidation, and 
microstructures; (2) study such behavior in growing or as-grown films; and (3) define prescriptive design 
and synthesis routes to mechanically reliable surface oxides. Several techniques, such as Auger electron 
spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, X-ray grazing incidence reflectance, grazing-angle X-ray fluorescence, 
optical fluorescence, and Raman spectroscopy, are used in the studies. The project has selected Fe-25 wt.% 
Cr-20 wt.% Ni and Fe-Cr-AI alloys, which are chromia- and alumina-formers reslxctively, for the studies. 
This paper will present some of the results on early stages of oxidation and on surface segregation of b’ace 
elements. 

INTRODUCTION 

Protection fiom corrosion and environmental effects arising from reactions with gases and 

condensed products is required in order to fully exploit the potential of advanced high-temperature materials 

designed to improve energy efficiency and minimize deleterious environmental impact. This protection is 

best afforded by either formation of stable surface oxides that are slow growing, sound, and adherent to the 
substrate or deposition of coatings that contain or develop oxides with similar characteristics. The benefits 
of certain alloying additions on the growth and adherence of protective oxide scales on metallic substrates 
are well known, but there remains the need for a detailed understanding of the mechanisms by which scale 
properties and coating integrity are improved by compositional, microstructural, and processing 
modifications. 

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fossil Energy, Advanced Research and 
Technology Development Materials Program, Work Breakdown Structure Element ANL4A and Basic 
Energy Sciences Materials Program, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38. 



The ultimate objective of this program is to systematically generate a scientific basis for designing 

and syntheszing of improved protective oxide scales/coatings (slow-growing, adherent, sound) on high- 

temperature materials without compromising the requisite properties of the bulk materials. Specific 

objectives are to (1) systematically investigate the relationships among substrate composition and 

properties and scale/coating adherence, damage tolerance, and micromechanical properties; (2) use such 

information to predict scale/coating failure; and (3) identify conditions leading to more damage-tolerant 
coatings and scales that are amenable to legitimate synthesis routes. The initial thrust is on alumina scales 

and coatings, but chromia-formers are used for comparative analysis. The emphasis is on materials systems 
with direct relevance to application suggested by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and DOE’S 

Fossil Energy Program. The objectives of the AM_. program are to (1) correlate actual corrosion 
performance with stresses, voids, segregants, interface roughness, initial stages of oxidation, and 

microstructures; (2) study such behavior in growing or as-grown films; and (3) define prescriptive design 

and synthesis routes to mechanically reliable surface oxides. Several techniques, are used in the studies, 

including Auger electron spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, X-ray grazing incidence reflectance, grazing-angle 
X-ray fluorescence, optical fluorescence, and Raman spectroscopy. The project has selected Fe-25 wt% Cr- 

20 wt.% Ni and Fe-Cr-AI alloys, which are chromia- and alumina-formers, respectively, for the studies. 
This paper presents selected results on early stages of oxidation and on surface segregation of trace elements 
in alumina-forming alloys. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental study has focused on Fe-25 wt.%Cr-20 wt.%Ni and Fe aluminide alloys, both of 

which are of interest in fossil energy applications. The former is a chromia-former and its composition is 
the basis for one of the commercial austenitic stainless steels. The latter alloys, which are alumina- 

formers, are in various stages of development under the sponsorship of DOE Fossil Energy. These alloys 

can be used as either structural material or as a cladding to protect the structural material against corrosion. 
Sheets of several Fe3Al-based alloys were procured from Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Table 1 lists the 

compositions of the alloys used in the study. Coupon specimens were cut from the sheet material for 

thermogravimemc experiments and for spectroscopic studies. 

Several types of experiments were initiated to examine the oxidation behavior of these alloys, with 

emphasis on early stages of scaling, microstructural changes in scales, trace-element segregation on the free 

Table 1. Nominal chemical composition (wt.%) of alloys used in corrosion tests 

Material Cr AI Fea Other 

FA 61 15.9 Bal. - 
FA 71 5.5 15.9 Bal. - 
FA 81 2.2 15.9 Bal. B 0.01 
FA 129 5.5 15.9 Bal. Nb 1.0, C 0.05 
FAX 5.5 15.9 Bal. Nb 1.0, Mo 1.0, Zr 0.15, B 0.04 
FAL 5.5 15.9 Bal. Zr 0.1, B 0.05 
FAS 2.2 15.9 Bal. B 0.05 
aBal. = balance. 



surface and scale/alloy interface, and scale spallation characteristics. Tfiermogravimemc experiments were 

performed at 10oO"C with an electrobalance having a sensitivity of 0.1 pg, to establish the effect of alloy 
composition on long-term oxidation characteristics and scaling kinetics. Specimens were suspended from 
the balance in a vertical furnace and held for the desired exposure period. Ultrahigh-purity air, further 
purified by passing over a hot bed of Zr chips, was used in these experiments. Upon completion of the 

oxidation test, the furnace was opened and the specimen was rapidly cooled in high-purity air. Following 
thermogravimetric measurement of oxidation, scale surfaces and cross sections of specimens were examined 
with a scanning electron microscope equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyzer. 

For the segregation studies, specimens of FA 71 alloy were exposed at 1OOO"C to high-purity 

argon for times of 10 min, 1,5, and 10 h. Subsequently, the specimens were analyzed using Auger 
electron spectroscopy (AES), along with sputtering, to obtain AES spectra and depth profile analysis for 
Fe, Cr, AI, 0, and S .  For Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy studies, specimens of FA 71 and FAL 
alloys were used to examine the scale composition during scale development and evaluate the effect of 

exposure temperature on scale adhesion and spallation. 

Raman spectroscopy studies were used to identify and monitor the evolution of Fe203 and AI203 

in scales grown on FA 71 and FAL after sequential treatments in air at temperatures ranging from 300 to 

13Qo"C. These sesquioxides can be readily identified from Raman spectra using the measurements as a 
"fingerprint" technique. Evidence of additional oxide phases in the scales is present from the spectra, but 
their identification is not straightforward. Further, some line broadening and spectral line shifts appear 

(possibly because of strains or impurity effects) but these are not considered in this paper. 

The FA 71 and FAL alloys are alumina formers. However, the alumina scales that develop on 
these alloys after high-temperature oxidation contain a small amount of dissolved Cr. When Cr 3d 
electrons, from atoms substituting on AI sites, are excited, they de-excite by producing a sharp fluorescence 

doublet with a wavelength near 7000 A. (The red gemstone ruby is a Cr-doped alumina; the red coloration 

comes from the Cr fluorescence.) As alumina scales form on the iron aluminides, the Cr fluorescence 

doublet becomes very prominent. Depending on scale-growth conditions, the doublet shifts and broadens, 
apparently as a consequence of varying strains in the alumina scale. The shifts provide a sensitive measure 

of strain accumulation in the scales and clearly indicate when strain relief occurs. 

RESLLTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows the oxidation data for several of the alumina-forming alloys at lO00"C in air. 
Oxygen uptake for the alloys is fairly rapid in the initial 10 h, after which the rate of weight change was 

greatly reduced. Some of the alloys, such as FA 61 and FA 71, exhibited extensive spallation when cooled 
to room temperature. On the other hand, alloys such as FAL and FA 129 exhibited fairly adherent oxide 

scales in similar experiments. Figures 2 and 3 show SEM photomicrographs of surfaces of different alloys 
exposed to air at lO00"C. The ternary alloy FA 71 exhibited severe spallation of the scale, while alloys 
such as FA 129, FAX, and FAL exhibited adherent alumina scales with several locally spalled regions on 

the alloy surface. The mode of scale cracking was different in each alloy, indicating that alloy composition 
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Fig. 1. Weight change data for several Fe aluminide alloys tested in air at 1ooO"C. 

Fig. 2. Scanning electron photomicrographs of surfaces of FA 71 and FA 129 alloys tested in air at 
1OOo"C. 

may play a significant role in scale development and subsequent spallation. Figure 4 contains cross- 
sectional SEM pictures that display the thickness and morphology of scales developed in the alloys after 
100 h of exposure at 1OOO"C. 

Figure 5 shows the AES spectra for specimens of FA 71 in the initial condition and after 10 mh, 
1,5, and 10 h ofexposure to high-purity argon at 1000°C. The argon contains sufficient oxygen to permit 



Fig. 3. Scanning electron photomicrographs of surfaces of FAX and FAL alloys tested in air at 1OOO"C. 

Fig. 4. 

sustained scale growth. It is evident that the surface of the untreated specimen reveals S and that the peak 
height for S decreases exposure time increased from 0 to 1 h, Although S is absent in the specimen 

exposed for 5 h, a significant S peak can be observed in the specimen exposed for 10 h. Figure 6 shows the 

elemental depth profiles obtained by XES analysis for several of the specimens. It is evident that after 10 

Scanning electron photomicrographs of cross sections of several Fe aluminide alloys tested in air 
at 1OOO"C. 
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Variation in concentration of Fe, Al, 0, and S on the surfaces of an FA 71 alloy as a function of 
exposure time in air at 1oOO"C. 

Fig. 7. 

min of exposure the scale contained significant Fe but that the A1 and 0 concentrations increased to a depth 

of 400 A. After 1 h of exposure in argon, Fe content in the scale decreased significantly to a depth of 

4 O O O  A. Further increase in exposure time to 5 h resulted in almost pure alumina scale of -5000 A 
thickness. Exposure time of 10 h resulted in destruction of the pure alumina scale, and the elemental depth 
profiles were similar to those obtained after 10 min exposure of the virgin alloy. These preliminary results 

indicate that there may be a critical oxide thickness in alumina-forming alloys that can lead to spallation 

after cycling to room temperature, and that this thickness may be achieved with exposure times of 5-10 h at 

1OOO"C. The observed behavior of scaling and spallation may also be due to segregation of S, initially at 
the alloy surface, to the scale/alloy interface, which can lead to debonding of the scale. 

Figure-7 shows elemental concentrations for Fe, AI, 0, and S in the surface of argon-exposed 
specimens as a function of exposure time. Figures 8 shows the surfaces of FA 71 specimens after 10 min, 
1 h, and 5 h of exposure to argon at 1OOO"C. In 10 min, the alloy shows the grain boundaries of the 
original material and little or no scaling. 'In 1 h, the scale is fragmented but analysis showed it to be 

predominantly alumina. After 5 h of exposure, the oxide exhibited significant texturing, probably dictated 

by the original polishing lines of the specimen. The scale exhibited a number of transverse cracks (Le., 

between the parallel grinding lines) and some spallation. However, the scale composition was 
predominantly alumina. Figure 9 shows photomicrographs of specimens exposed for (a) 10 h, (b) 10 h 

followed by polishing and further exposure of 5 h, and (c) 10 h plus polishing and 5 h of exposure repeated 
twice. It is evident that the scale is very friable and that spallation is expected. This also confirms the 
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Fig. 8. Scanning electron photomicrographs of surfaces of FA 71 exposed in air at 1000°C for (a) 10 
min, (b) 1 h, and (c) 5 h. 

Fig. 9. Scanning electron photomicrographs of surfaces of FA 71 exposed in air at 1OOO"C for 
(a) 10 h, (b) 10 h plus polished and re-exposed for 5 h, and (c) 10 h plus re exposure 
step in b repeated twice. 



AES results that scale composition changes fmm pure alumina to Fe-containing alumina as exposure time 

increases from 5 to 10 h. Additional experiments are in progress to examine this aspect of scaiing and 

spallation, as well as toevaluate the role of other alloying elements in the scalingkpallation process. 

Figure 10 (left panel) shows a series of Raman spectroscopy measurements for the FA 71 alloy. 
The top spectrum contains data taken at room temperatm before oxidation. The spectrum is featureless 
because the underlying metal provides no Raman sensitivity in this spectral range. Beginning at 300°C. the 
samples were then oxidized for 1 h, and a Raman spectnun was taken at mom temperature. One-hour 

oxidation treatments, followed by room-temperature measurements, were repeated at 1 OOOC intervals to a 
final temperature of 1300°C. The data in Fig. 10 indicate that by 500°C. Fe203 appears prominently in the 
scale and is replaced by A1203 at T > 1oOO"C. Also shown in Fig. 10 (right panel) are room-temperam 

"ruby line" fluorescence measurements from FA 71 scales after heat treatments of 1 h beginning at 7WC, 
with sequential oxidation at 50°C intervals. The fl uofescence signal first appears at T 3750OC and grows 
rapidly in intensity with subsequent oxi&tion. At temperatures below 950°C. the peak position displays a 

red shift when samples are oxidized at increasingly elevated temperatures. This shift indicates that an 

increasing compressive strain is &veloping in the scale. (We note that the red shift of the ruby doublet is 

used for measurement and calibration of hydrostatic pressure in diamond-anvil pressure cells.) Sbah relief 
(at room temperature) clearly occurs when reaction tempera- exceed =95O"C, probably because of crack 
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Fig. IO. Raman spectroscopy data obtained for FA 71 alloy after oxidation at several temperatures. 



formation in the scales, thus signaling the onset of spallation. The 1050°C spectrum in Fig. 10 is very 

similar to that of natural unstrained ruby; apparently this spectrum identifies scale delamination. 

Figure 11 shows intensity measurements of the Raman signal for Fe2O3 and of the ruby 

fluorescence (data in Fig. 10) plotted vs oxidation temperature. (Raman spectroscopy is not ideal for precise 
intensity measurements, but dramatic changes occur with oxidation and thus observed trends are clearly 

meaningful.) The presence of oxide in the scale is dominant for temperatures up to ~750°C. At this 
temperature, A1203 first appears and, for subsequent treatments, dominates the scale. Figure 11 shows 
scale evolution through a transient region heavily influenced by F e s 3  to the formation of the protective 

Al2O3. Curve (a) in Fig. 11, showing a rapid increase in intensity for T > lOOOT, is based on data from 

sample FA 71. Curve (b) is from Sample FAL, which contains the reactive element Zr that is known to 

provide increased scale adhesion. The rapid growth of scale (a) relative to scale (b) is probably due to 

increased spallation failure with rapid oxidation of exposed substrate. 

Figure 12 shows measurements of the ruby line peak shift vs. oxidation temperature (data in Fig. 

10) for samples FA 71 (open circles) and FAL (solid squares). For temperatures below 9ooOc. the scales 

are adherent and the ruby lines show a continuous shift to the red as strain buildup increases. At 950°C. an .e+-- - -  
abrupt blue shift (apparent in both FA 71 and in FAL) was observed. We are exploring the possibility that 
this effect might be associated with the 8-to-a phase transition that occurs near 950°C. With further 

oxidation at T > 950°C. the FAL scale can q u i r e  increased strain without catastrophic failure. The solid 
line in Fig. 12 denotes the maximum red shift and hence maximum strain sustained by the scale. It appears 
that the maximum sustainable strains occur in FAL, at T ~105O*C.~Using published values of spectral shift 
vs. hydrostatic pressure for ruby, and obtaining d n  from bulk modulus data, we estimate that the linear 
strain in the scales processed at 900°C is about 0.8%. 

For FA 71, scale failure is evident after 1 h of oxidation at 1000°C (preceded by oxidation at lower 

temperatures, as discussed above). An abrupt blue specnal shift occurring at 1OOO"C indicates catastrophic 
failure of the FA 71 scale. For oxidation temperatures greater than =lOOO°C, the spectra are comparable to 
those of conventional ruby, suggesting that the scale has completely &bonded. At T > 95O"C, multiple 

(shifted) doublets are observed at different points on the oxide scale, indicating varying degrees of scale 
adhesion. Multiple spectral peaks appearing at T > 950°C are plotted in Fig. 12. 

These studies of the Cr fluorescence line in alumina scalq provide the fxst application of Cr 
fluorescence spectroscopy for determining of strains and strain gradients in themally grown scales. Further 

studies are underway to obtain the needed information to quantify both the magnitudes and the gradients of 
the strains that occur in the oxide scales. 

SUMMARY 

A multilaboratory program has been initiated by DOE to develop mechanically reliable oxide d e s  for high 

temperature corrosion resistance. Work at Argonne National Laboratory has focused on alumina-fonning 
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oxidation temperature. 
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alloyswith emphasis on examining the early stages of oxidation of several Fe-Cr-AI alloys and also 

evaluating the segregation behavior of trace elements in the alloy and their role in the scaling and spaUation 



processes that occur in oxidation of these alloys. Preliminary results are presented on the segregation data 
obtained by Auger electron spectroscopy and on scaling/spaUatiori data €tom Raman spectroscopy. 
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